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Dear Astronomers of the TMT Star Fleet,

As a Native Hawaiian, raised in the shadows of Mauna Kea, I emplore you to hault the futher desicration and
destruction of my culture, and the delicate environment of Mauna Kea. Arguments for TMT saying native protestors on
the mountain are an anti-science, and extremely vocal are not valid. We are peaceful species, our shouts are only
done in song and chants of my dying race.

I am an atronomer by hobby, and dear friends with the managing staff at the 'Imiloa planetarium in Hilo. I feel like a kid
in a candy store with 'Imiloa's 3D digital full-dome planetarium system and 5.1 audio surround sound system, and not
to mention the astronaut ice cream!

Like most astronomer enthusiast, I naturally gravitated to love the pioneers of space exploration in the hit T.V. series
Star-Trek. I believe my ancestors that used astronomy to find Hawaii, would have also been Trekkies. Forgive me as
many people may say this T.V. series can't impact scientific developments, and that I shouldn't bring up Star-Trek on
such a controversial and culturally sensitive topic as this; however, as I write this on my smart phone and you read this
on yours, (or tablet) we should all realize that we have benefited from the Star Fleet Enterprise.

Motorola developed the first cell phone. Motorola was inspired by Star-Trek's communicater, and "Let’s face it, the
Personal Access Display Devices (PADDs), those tablet computers that Geordi LaForge and Dr. Beverly Crusher were
always carrying around on “Star Trek: The Next Generation,” were essentially Starfleet-issued iPads." Star-Trek,
inspires scientists working day and night to bring to life the touch screen technologies we enjoy, and the intergalactic
space travel of tomorrow.

Though we all love the tecnology of this show, what I also feel we could learn a thing or two from is the scientific and
ethical integrity of the Star Fleet Enterprise.  The Star Fleet Enterprise choose a high moral code of ethics that
commanded them to walked lightly on the planets they discovered. They went to places "where no man has gone
before," and did so peacefully -- even in the face of death.

It's in the futuristic wisdom of this show, that wish to reiterate Captain Kirk, in hopes our species will evolve as the
most scientifically advanced and morally ethical space explorers in our galaxy. I want to remind every Astronomer and
Aerospace engineer working to build  TMT on Mauna Kea of Star Feets ethical compass -- The all mighty Prime
Directive.

Quote: "The Star Fleet General Order" which was the embodiment of the Star Fleets most ethical principles: non
interference of other cultures and civilizations. At its core was the philosophical concept that covered personnel should
refrain from interfering in the natural, unassisted, development of societies, even if such interference was well
intentioned."

- James Kirk 2268

Mauna Kea is the most sacred place to Hawaiian's and it's culture. Mauna Kea is a Temple and shields our islands in
such a unique way that our island is one of the only places in the world with 8 of the earth's 13 climate zones, and is
home to one of the last green sand beaches on our planet. This is an extraordinary feat for such a “small” (4,028
square miles surface) Big Island and would allow you to see all those different climates in one day."

Building a Thirty Meter Telescope would interfere with Hawaii's unique and delecate environment and hinder the
development of the Hawaiian culture and society.
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Dare I impose these questions to all scientists who study the sky:

When we finally make the Star Ship Enterprise, not if, but when -- how will we go where no man has gone before?
What ethics of our human race will we bring? How will we represent ourselves as a species? Will we be destroyers of
cultures to advance society? Or will we be peaceful explorers like those on the Star Fleet Enterprise?

You see, if we can't learn to treat our own species with respect on this planet by non interference of other cultures how
will we appear to other species when we finally find and interact with other life forms? Like the life possibly found on
Earths twin planet, Kepler-186 f? Will we be an invasive species? Or a peaceful one?

If TMT builds a 18 story, 5 acer telescope on the same sacred place my family uses to pray to the God's of a dying
culture, what kind of space explorers have we become? Are we evolving as a species of peaceful space explores or
hostile space invaders?

That is the true question, and test for every TMT astronomer and developer throughout the world. We are building
more than a telescope, we are constructing the ethical foundations of our species for future space exploration.

Mahalo Nui Loa,

Ka'lau o Kalani (The gift from heaven)

- Native Hawaiian from a dying culture, and almost extinct race, on planet Earth: sector 001 (also known as Terra or
Sol III) class M planet, third planet in the Sol star system in the space of the galaxy's Alpha Quadrant, at coordinates
1.23N 2.79W.

Please like and share

#wearemaunakea
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